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of movement of the air, and radiation from surroundings. The
conditions under which the average person declared himself
"comfortable " varied considerably. In a number of people
tested, normally clothed and doing light work, 70% declared
themselves entirely comfortable at temperatures from 600 to
680 F. (15.6°-20.0° C.). At temperatures ranging from 540
to 720 F. (12.2°-22.4° C.) there were never more than 60%
of people who were not entirely comfortable. There was great
variation in sensitivity to draughts. Some complaints of
draughts were made when the air speed was as low as 20 ft.
a minute. It had often been stated that one of the things
that made for comfort in a room was that the walls should
be warmer than the air. Tests made in his unit suggested that
this was true. If temperature conditions were bad and then
were improved, the workers who felt the most benefit were
commonly the least able people; the more expert seemed to
make a good showing even under bad conditions.

Dr. J. S. WEINER, of the Climatic and Working Efficiency
Research Unit, describeq some physiological studies of the
effects of heat based on estimations of sweating. When men
lost a lot of salt in sweat they underwent an adaptation which
brought about a balance between their intake and output at
a lower'level; this balance could be achieved apparently at an
extremely low salt intake. Contrary to the American view,
they had not seen in their work at Oxford any association
between heat exhaustion and a low vitamin C content of the
blood.

Discussion then turned on the value of breaks in working
,hours. A l1>minute break was usually followed by increased
output, but when individual responses were examined, said
Dr. Bedford, the workers who had the lowest aggregate output
showed the biggest response to the rest pause, whereas the
more efficient showed a slight loss of production on starting
again after the break.

Dr. H. DAROUS, of the Climatic and Working Efficiency
Research Unit, discussed anatomical factors in machine design.
He said that it was not at all difficult to walk into any factory
and find examples of bad design. One speaker suggested that
machines built originally for men had been turned over to
women, when women entered industry, without much, or any,
thought about the desirable anatomical and muscular adapta-
tions. Professor C. LOVATr EVANS said that he had found that
the optimum height of the work-bench was 3 ft. j in. (92.75 cm.),
and the half-inch made a great difference, but, of course, miuch
depended on the stature of the worker.

Analysis of Human Activities
The lecture which Sir FREDERIC .BARTLETr, director of the

Applied Psychology Research Unit, Cambridge, gave on the
last day of the conference, on the laboratory analysis of human
activities, cannot easily be compressed into a short space. One
point he made was concerned with the investigation of fatigue.
Ten or fifteen years ago, he said, the investigation of fatigue
involved the operation of a certain restricted set of muscles,
the performance being repeated over and over again, and the
results were expressed in the length of time during which the
single operation had been repeated Fnd the number of repeti-
tions within that time. But it was very difficult by such a
method to obtain an assessment of the overall performance.
No true measure of fatigue processes or ageing processes or
other data which were interesting to the industrial medical
psychologist could be obtained unless the problem of over-
all efficiency in carrying out the total task was tackled. There
must be a continuous record of all the steps in the performance
of that task. The design of working conditions so as to elimi-
nate unnecessary strain and undue fatigue was one of the most
important problems to be considered from the point of view
of public' health.
A questioner referred to some American work which appeared

to show that in a factory the lazier men were the more intelli-
gent. Or was it that the more energetic men were not using
their intelligence ? Sir Frederic Bartlett said that the problem
'of intelligence in relation to industrial 'operations must be
considered not only in regard to the' particular job but to the
life the worker lived outside his job. Many of the difficulties
which modemn industry ran into, owing to lack' of correlation

between the level of intelligence and the complexity or sim-
plicity of an operation, were due to the fact that the problem
of what people were to do when they got away from their
job had not been taken seriously. Most industrial jobs would
tend more and more to be jobs which would not satisfy the
expanding level of general intelligence. This was a great
occupational health problem.

In closing the conference Dr. HIMSWORTH said that the
proceedings had illustrated the fact that applied science was
necessarily a combination of fundamental laboratory work and
field work. The one interacted on the other, and applied science
could not exist without botlh. A problem must first be recog-
nized in the field and defined there. Then it was dealt with
in the laboratory, and when the laboratory had provided an
answer it had to be taken out into the field again. The role
of the field worker was first to recognize and define the prob-
lem, and then to translate the laboratory solution into the
language of the executives. Often the difficulty was to demon-
strate to the "hard-headed men " that what had been done
was of practical value, and this could be demonstrated only in
terms of results.

ROYAL COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS
NEW PRESIDENT

Dr. W. Russell Brain was elected President of the Royal
College of Physicians on Monday, April 3, at the age of 54.
He is married and has two sons and one daughter. His wife,
Stella, was the daughter of Dr. R. L. Langdon-Down, who was
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for many years a member of the Council of the B.M.A. and
was made a Vice-President.

Dr. Brain was educated at Mill Hill School and New College,
Oxford, where he was a Theodore Williams Scholar in physio-
logy, and at the London Hospital. He is now physician to the
London Hospital and to the Maida Vale Hospital for Nervous
Diseases. Dr. Russell Brain's most recent publication, and
one which attracted much attention, was his paper entitled
"Authors and Psychopaths which appeared in the Journal
of December 24, 1949.
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